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Did you have a good time? Was your meal delicious? I'm sure you have thought a lot about True Father.
Once we fulfill God's will, we will have a feast every day. Does that feel real to you? Shouldn't we usher in a
time where we have a feast every day to celebrate when somebody completes their responsibility or when
somebody offers a victory to Heaven?
Riding the main current
I made an important announcement yesterday. Do you remember that after Father's Seonghwa I said that I
would make a museum about True Parents' life courses? Two years have passed but it is not as if I haven't
been making any preparations. I do wistfully wonder, however, how it might have been if our environment
were better or if we were a little bit more influential. Yesterday, I decided that we will not go with the
concept of a museum; instead I named the facility that we will build Cheonji Sunhak Won.
In that sense, the Cheonji Sunhak Won museum should be made as a futuristic, multipurpose, cultural space.
It should be a place where whoever enters would want to sign up to become a member by the time they exit.
You should make effort in a way that twenty-four hours would not be enough for you.
In the 1950s, Father once said that there will come a day when boats will line up endlessly to enter the shores
of Busan, and that people will endlessly line up facing wherever True Parents are. Does this feel real to you?
You have to make this a reality. You should not do this randomly and without a plan. It is not an easy task to
give birth to one life. A mother goes through hardships for ten months. Once a baby is born, does it grow on
its own? We have to create an environment where the baby can grow on its own.
Until now, we have lived in the fallen world. We are now in the process of purifying the world. The quicker
we do this, the more blessed you will be; through you many beings will gain new life. How can you be
hesitant? You have now heard everything that needs to be heard. I have now fed and clothed you with
everything that you need. What more do you need? You should fulfill your duty as a child. A person is
identified and called a filial child during difficult times. During peaceful times, when the children are serving
the parents, they are not called filial children. The same can be said about being called a loyal subject.
Bearing in mind that you are in a position where you can attain these qualifications, please do your utmost. I
do not know nor do you, whether you have ten, twenty or thirty years left. Let's do our best. Soon, the
preparatory committee will send out an official memo and an explanation. You too have now come to a time
when you can have your accomplishments remembered forever for eternity. I hope that you can attain that
qualification. Let's all sing "Saranghae Tangshingeul (I love you)" while thinking about True Father.

